Venue Factsheet

About

Ulu Cliﬀhouse opened its doors to international acclaim at the end of 2017, with
Condé Nast Traveller calling it “ The Coolest Beach Club “ and one of the “ World’s
Most Beautiful Restaurants.”
The 45,000 sq. ft beach club’s design embraces the raw and natural beauty of its
breathtaking location on the cliﬀs of Uluwatu, set over the Indian Ocean with a huge
inﬁnity pool, access to the beach below and with it, one of Bali’s most sought after
waves.
The cliﬀ-top oasis commands jaw-dropping views and the club’s design draw on the
iconic 1950’s Palm Springs aesthetic. The coastal inspired restaurant menu focuses
on fresh and locally sourced food and the main bar serves some of the island’s best
cocktails. (Voted Bali’s Best Bar this year at The Yak Awards).
Since opening, Ulu Cliﬀhouse has rapidly become known for throwing the best
parties on the island with a number of the world’s greatest DJ’s played at the venue.

Lower & Upper Pool Deck

This expansive area with multiple sunbeds oﬀers a
great entertaining space, with a view over the whole
property and direct access to the pool. It is a very
functional and ﬂexible space for small or large
gatherings.

The Restaurant

The restaurant houses timber and rattan
pavilions that provide a soft dappled shade,
oﬀering tiered dining with a no ﬁlter necessary
view of the Indian Ocean. Handcrafted furniture
layered with bold tropical prints and soft pastel
colours, where guests can opt to unwind over
our delicious menu with two cantilevered
terraces facing the ocean beyond.

Cliﬀ Sunbed Terrace
An enclosed private front line view of the ocean with sun loungers. This space is one of the more private areas
but with the most spectacular views of the coastline.

Cliﬀ Lounge Terrace

A stunning space with curves to reﬂect the raw
natural surroundings, with full length seating
designed for laid back comfort. Your own private
view of the breath-taking Uluwatu coastline and
volcanic vistas, perfect for sundown gatherings with
canapés and drinks.

The Main Bar

The Ocean Deck
Accessible via a winding stairway and tucked out of sight is the jewel of Ulu Cliﬀhouse - The Ocean Deck.
Situated above the ocean front, this secret hideaway is the best sundowner the island has to oﬀer. When the tide is
low, patrons will also have unbridled access to their very own private beach cove.

The “Ulu” Wedding
Experience

The perfect setting for your dream wedding. The ultimate elevated escape at the
edge of the world, and the heart of paradise.
Soaring dramatically above the crystal Indian Ocean, Ulu Cliﬀhouse stands in a
mythical place, atop a 200ft. vertical rock face. Curated by a collective of the
world’s leading design creatives, its aesthetic is a tropical take on mid-century
California chic, complemented with tropical Balinese soul. Harking back to the
glamour of Palm Springs, Ulu transcends any one moment in time, and
engenders elegance, eﬀortless style, and a welcoming inclusiveness. It is a
uniquely extraordinary backdrop to the most special of celebrations.
It is a versatile space and your perfect canvas, able to cater from 40-250
guests, courtesy of our award winning kitchen, bar and service teams. (Voted
Bali’s BEST BAR, Yak Awards 2019).
Discover the Ulu experience at @ulucliﬀhouse, or speak to our wedding
concierge team today about your special day, in the most special of places.
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